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Abstract
Let M be a module over the commutative ring R. The finitary automorphism group of M over
R is FAutR M = {g ∈ AutR M: M(g − 1) is R-noetherian} and the artinian-finitary automorphism
group of M over R is F1AutR M = {g ∈ AutR M: M(g − 1) is R-artinian}. We investigate further
the very close relationship between these two types of automorphism groups. The most interesting
result in this present paper is the following. The group G = F1AutR M is locally normal-finitary;
specifically every finite subset of G lies in a normal subgroup of G that is isomorphic to a finitary
group of automorphisms of some module over some commutative ring.
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1. Introduction
Let M be a left R-module over the ring R. We continue our investigation of the rela-
tionship between the finitary (or noetherian-finitary) automorphism group
FAutR M =
{
g ∈ AutR M: M(g − 1) is R-noetherian
}E-mail address: b.a.f.wehrfritz@qmul.ac.uk.
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F1AutR M =
{
g ∈ AutR M: M(g − 1) is R-artinian
}
of M over R. We are primarily concerned here with the case where R is commutative.
By analogy with other cases, groups, rings, modules, etc., one might expect that after
a superficial symmetry or duality between the noetherian and the artinian situations there
will be deeper and fundamental differences. In a few situations, however, they are the same.
For example, the classes of groups isomorphic to (subgroups of) groups of automorphisms
of noetherian, respectively artinian, modules over commutative rings are identical ([7, 141]
and [8, A4]), an example that might seem pertinent here. With finitary groups, however,
the noetherian and the artinian cases are really very similar indeed, but are not actually
identical. It is difficult to pin down precisely why they are so similar group theoretically
without actually involving exactly the same class of groups.
We focus first on the main question of why these two types of groups have such similar
purely group-theoretic properties. By [8, A3] an artinian-finitary group over a commu-
tative ring is locally finitary over commutative noetherian rings. Since in general ‘most’
subgroups are not normal, one expects the following to be much stronger.
Theorem 1. Let M be a module over the commutative ring R. For every finite subset X of
F = F1AutR M there is a commutative noetherian R-algebra T and a T -module L such
that the normal subgroup G = 〈XF 〉 of F generated by X is isomorphic to a subgroup of
FAutT L.
Presumably the group G of Theorem 1 can be a significant part of F , so F is then close
to being finitary. Briefly the theorem says that F1AutR M is locally normal-finitary over
commutative noetherian rings.
There is no (noetherian-)finitary analogue to Theorem 1. With M and R as in the theo-
rem, let G now denote a subgroup of FAutR M and let X be a finite subset of G. Certainly
〈X〉 is isomorphic to an artinian-finitary group over a commutative noetherian (even ar-
tinian) ring, see [8, N4], so G is locally artinian-finitary. However, 〈XG〉 need not be
isomorphic to an artinian-finitary group, not even over a non-commutative ring and not
even if R = Z. An example is given by the group G of [10, 6.8], for by [10, 6.3] we
have G = 〈FG〉, where F is a 2-generator group. Related examples for the commutative
ring case are the group G of [8, 2.1], where G = 〈gG〉, and the groups G constructed for
Example 2, Section 6.
We turn now to the differences between the noetherian and artinian cases. Although
we have many examples of finitary groups that are not isomorphic to artinian-finitary
groups ([8, N1], [10, Theorem 1], Examples 1 and 2 below) we do not know of any purely
group-theoretic property of artinian-finitary groups over commutative rings that is not also
enjoyed by finitary groups over commutative rings. The nearest we have to this is the fol-
lowing result. (Note that even the final conclusion of finiteness depends not only on the
isomorphism class of the group G but also on the way the group G acts on the module M .)
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a subgroup of G. Then π(s(〈XG〉)) ⊆ π([M,X]). If also X is finitely generated, then
π(s(〈XG〉)) is finite.
In this result s(H) for H = 〈XG〉 denotes the radical defined in [6, 4.6]. It is a substitute
for a unipotent radical. Precisely it is the unique maximal (normal subgroup of H with the
property that each of its finitely generated subgroups stabilizes some ascending series of
submodules of M , where stabilizes means that it normalizes the terms and centralizes the
factors of the series). Of course, it depends upon the way H acts on M . For any group
K we denote by π(K) the set of primes p such that K contains an element of order p.
If K is an R-module, then π(K) denotes the π of the additive group of K . Proposition 1
is the basis of our constructions for Examples 1 and 2 (Sections 5 and 6) and lies behind
examples in [8,10].
There is no analogue of Proposition 1 for subgroups of FAutR M , even if R = Z. For
example, let G be as in [8, 2.1] or as in [7, 11], both with X = 〈g〉, or as in [10, 6.8] with
X = F a 2-generator group, or as in Sections 6.2–6.6.
We deduce Theorem 1 from the following result.
Theorem 2. Let G be a subgroup of F1AutR M , where M is a module over the commutative
ring R. Suppose N = [M,G] is R-isomorphic to a section of a direct power of an artinian
R-module Q. Then there is a commutative noetherian R-algebra T and a T -module L
such that G is isomorphic to a subgroup of FAutT L.
To see that Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 2, note that in the notation of Theorem 1
we have




Thus if Q = [M, 〈X〉], then Q is R-artinian (e.g. [6, 2.1]) and [M,G] is a section of a
direct power of Q.
There are other applications of Theorem 2.
Corollary. Let G be a subgroup of F1AutR M , where R is commutative and M is an
R-module. Under each of the following eight conditions the hypotheses and conclusions of
Theorem 2 are satisfied.
(a) M is artinian. (This yields [8, A4].)
(b) N = [M,G] is a artinian. (This yields [10, Proposition 1].)
(c) G is finitely generated. (This yields [8, A3].)
(d) The sum of the artinian submodules of M is artinian.
(e) M/CM(G) is artinian.
(f) M/CM(g) is for each g in G a section of a direct power of some fixed artinianR-module Q.
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Proposition 2a].)
(h) M/CM(G) is a section of a direct power of some fixed artinian R-module Q.
Proof. (a)–(d) are more or less immediate. For (e) set Q = M/CM(G). Then for each g
in G the module M(g − 1) ∼= M/CM(g) is an image of Q and [M,G] is the sum of the
M(g − 1). Hence [M,G] is an image of ⊕g∈GM(g − 1) and thus [M,G] is an image of
a direct power of Q. For (f) by hypothesis each M(g − 1) is a section of a direct power of
some suitable Q, so [M,G] is too. For (g) note that if X is an artinian submodule of N ,
then X embeds into a direct sum of a finite number of sections of Q. Also N is locally
artinian (by [6, 2.1]), so N is the sum of all these X’s. Hence N is a section of some
direct power of Q. Finally (h) follows from the first three of the following series of simple
implications:
M/CM(G) is a section of a direct power of Q
⇒ for each g ∈ G, the module M/CM(g) is a section of a direct power of Q
⇔ for each g ∈ G, the module M(g − 1) is a section of a direct power of Q
⇔ [M,G] is a section of a direct power of Q
⇒ M/CM(G) is a section of a cartesian power of Q. 
Let G be a subgroup of AutR M , where M is a module over the ring R. In spite of
analogues like (b) and (e) of the corollary or Theorem 2 and (h) of the corollary, there
is little direct connection between hypotheses on [M,G] and hypotheses on M/CM(G).
For example, let M be a vector space over the field F on the infinite basis v0, v1, v2, . . . .
For i > 0 let gi = 1 + e0i and let h = 1 + ei0, the eij being the standard matrix units
relative to the exhibited basis of M . Set G = 〈gi : i > 0〉 and H = 〈hi : i > 0〉. Of course








Fvi and M/CM(G) is 1-dimensional,
while
[M,H ] = Fv0 is 1-dimensional,
CM(H) = Fv0 and M/CM(H) is infinite-dimensional.
However, consider the following statement.
Proposition 2. Let R be a commutative ring, M an R-module and G a subgroup of
AutR M .
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R-algebra S and an S-module L such that G is isomorphic to a subgroup of F1AutS L.
(b) If [M,G] is R-artinian then G  F1AutR M and there is a commutative noetherian
R-algebra S and an S-module L such that G is isomorphic to a subgroup of FAutS L.
(c) If M/CM(G) is R-noetherian, then G  FAutR M , but G need not be isomorphic to
any artinian-finitary group over any ring, even if R = Z.
(d) If M/CM(G) is R-artinian, then G  F1AutR M and there is a commutative
noetherian R-algebra S and an S-module L such that G is isomorphic to a subgroup
of FAutS L.
Part (a) is the only new part of Proposition 2. Parts (b) and (d) are (effectively) parts (b)
and (e) of the Corollary. For part (c), let G be the group G of [10, 6.8]. Then G does not
embed into F1AutS L for any ring S and S-module L. Further G does embed into FAutZ M ,
where M = Z(2) ⊕E and E is isomorphic to Q/Z and lies in CM(G). Clearly M/CM(G)
is Z-noetherian.
We now turn to the construction of further bad examples of finitary groups. Not every
finitary group G over a commutative ring is isomorphic to an artinian-finitary group over
a commutative ring, but could G be an extension of one such group by another? Now G
modulo its unipotent radical is isomorphic to an artinian-finitary group over a commutative
ring, see [5, 3.5]. Thus it would suffice to prove that at least unipotent such groups G are
isomorphic to artinian-finitary groups over commutative rings. Unfortunately not even this
is the case.
Example 1. Let π be an infinite set of primes, for each p in π let Ep = Zep be a cyclic
group of order p and set E =⊕p∈π Ep and M = Z(2) ⊕ E. Then FAutZ M contains a
unipotent subgroup G that is nilpotent of class 2 and is not isomorphic to any artinian-
finitary group over a commutative ring.
In Example 1 the group G is nilpotent of class 2; this is the best we can do, as the
following simple remark shows.
Remark. Let G be any abelian group. Then G is isomorphic to a unipotent subgroup of
FfcsAutQ⊕Z M = FAutQ⊕Z M ∩ F1AutQ⊕Z M
for some Q ⊕ Z-module M .
Finally there does not seem to be any sort of finitary analogue to [10, Proposition 2] or
to (g) of the Corollary above. This would have suggested that at least something like the
following should be true: let M be a residually noetherian module over the commutative
ring R that is generated by copies of some fixed noetherian R-module Q (so in particular
M is also locally noetherian); then FAutR M should be embeddable into F1AutS L for
some commutative ring S and S-module L. Unfortunately this is false, even for R = Z, as
is shown by Example 1. We also have the following.
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of Z and a metabelian subgroup G of FAutZ M such that G = 〈gG〉 for some element g
of G and such that G cannot be embedded into F1AutS L for any commutative ring S and
S-module L.
Theorem 2 and hence Theorem 1 are proved in Section 2, Proposition 1 in Section 3
and Proposition 2 in Section 4; Example 1 is constructed in Section 5 and Example 2 in
Section 6. The Corollary to Theorem 2 has already been deduced from Theorem 2. Finally
the statement of the remark is proved at the end of Section 5.
2. The proof of Theorem 2
Let R and S be commutative rings. Denote by (R,S) the class of objects M with the
following properties.
(a) M is both an R-module and an S-module.
(b) For each r ∈ R, s ∈ S and finite subset X of M there exist elements rX in R and sX in
S such that rx = sXx and sx = rXx for every x ∈ X.
Thus formally we are picking out certain objects from the category C whose objects are
both R-modules and S-modules and whose morphisms are both R-homomorphisms and
S-homomorphisms.
2.1. Let M ∈ (R,S). The following hold.
(a) M is an R–S bimodule.
(b) The R-submodules and the S-submodules of M coincide and lie in (R,S) in the obvi-
ous way.
(c) If also N ∈ (R,S), then HomR(M,N) = HomS(M,N). Further
EndR M = EndS M, FAutR M = FAutS M and F1AutR M = F1AutS M.
(More generally FαAutR M = FαAutS M and FαAutR M = FαAutS M for all α with
0 α ∞, see [6, Section 1] for notation.)
(d) (R,S) is closed under the subobject, quotient, local (within C) and direct power oper-
ators.
(e) If N =∑i∈I Mi , where each Mi is a section of a direct power of M , then N ∈ (R,S).
(f) If N is a locally artinian R-module that is residually a section of M , then N ∈ (R,S).
Proof. (a) and (b) are immediate from the definitions.
(c) Let ϕ ∈ HomR(M,N), s ∈ S and x ∈ M . Set X = {x, xϕ}. Then(sx)ϕ = (rXx)ϕ = rX(xϕ) = s(xϕ).
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R and S yields equality. The remainder of (c) follows from this and (b).
(d) This is immediate from the definition of (R,S) except for the direct power claim.
Let N =⊕i∈I Mi , where Mi is a copy of M . If x ∈ N , then x =∑I xi , where the xi ∈
Mi = M and almost all are zero. If X is a finite subset of N , then Y = {all xi : x ∈ X} is a
finite subset of M . If r ∈ R and s ∈ S, set rX = rY and sX = sY . It follows that N ∈ (R,S).
(e) N is a section of ⊕i∈I Mi and hence is a section of a direct power of M . Now
apply (d).
(f) If Y is an artinian submodule of N , then Y embeds into the cartesian product of only
a finite number of sections of M . Then N is a sum of all these Y and Y is a section of a
direct power of M . Thus (f) follows from (e). 
Let Q be a module over the commutative ring R. If X Q, set AX = AnnR X. Let S
denote the inverse limit of all R/AX as X ranges over the finitely generated submodules
of Q. If s ∈ S, then s = (rX +AX)X for certain (coherently chosen) elements rX of R. Also
λ : r → (r +AX)X is a ring homomorphism of R into S with kernel ⋂X AX = AnnR Q.
2.2. Q is naturally an S-module and then Q ∈ (R,S). If M is an R-module that is gen-
erated as R-module by sections of Q, then M ∈ (R,S). If M is a locally artinian R-module
that is residually a section of Q, then again M ∈ (R,S).
Proof. Let q ∈ Q and let s = (rX + AX)X ∈ S. Set sq = rXq for some and hence any
finitely generated X Q with q ∈ X. This makes Q into an S-module. If Y is any finite
subset of Q, then for all finitely generated X with Q  X ⊇ Y we have sq = rXq for
all q ∈ Y . Also rq = (rλ)q for any r ∈ R and q ∈ Q, so set sY = rλ for every choice
of r and Y . Hence Q ∈ (R,S). The remaining claims of 2.2 follow from this and 2.1(e)
and 2.1(f). 
2.3. The proof of Theorem 2
If we have a collection of commutative rings S(i) and S(i)-modules L(i) then∏
i EndS(i) L(i) embeds into End∏S(i)(⊕i L(i)) such that i FAutS(i) L(i) embeds into
FAut∏S(i)(⊕i L(i)). Now Q =⊕m∈M Qm, where M is a finite set of maximal ideals
of R and each Qm is m-primary. Then N =⊕M Nm, where each Nm is m-primary; in
fact Nm is a section of a direct power of Qm. By [10, 3.3 and 3.4] we may assume that R
is a local (but not necessarily noetherian) ring with maximal ideal m and N (and Q) are
m-primary.
We may also assume that M = N ⊕F , where F is R-free; for pick F1 a free R-module
mapping onto M/N . Regard F1 as a trivial G-module and consider the following pull-back
diagram of R–G modules.
0 N M M/N 00 N V F1 0
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some F isomorphic as R-module to F1. Replace M by V . Thus we now have M = N ⊕F .
Let a = AnnR Q. Then aN = {0}. Also if g ∈ G, then (aF)(g − 1) aN = {0}. Thus
aF is a G-submodule of M and G acts faithfully on M/aF ∼= N ⊕ (F/aF). Hence G
embeds into F1AutR(M/aF). Finally Q and N are naturally an R/a-modules, F/aF is
R/a-free and F1AutR(M/aF) = F1AutR/a(M/aF). Therefore we may assume that a =
{0} and that R acts faithfully on Q.
Let S be as in Section 2.2; specifically let S be the inverse limit of the R/AX as X ranges
over the finitely generated submodules of Q and AX = AnnR X. Also λ : r → (r + AX)X
here embeds R into S and by Sections 2.1 and 2.2 the modules Q and N lie in (R,S).
Now F embeds into SF = S ⊗R F and M = N ⊕ F embeds into SM = N ⊕ SF. Further
G F1AutR M embeds into F1AutS(SM) as follows. Firstly g ∈ G acts on SM via
g :n+ sf → [ng + s(f (g − 1))]+ sf, where n ∈ N, s ∈ S and f ∈ F.
This action is a well-defined S-action and extends the action of g on M  SM; thus G acts
faithfully on SM. Consequently GAutS(SM). If g ∈ G then
(SM)(g − 1) = S(M(g − 1))= M(g − 1)N
and the R-submodules and the S-submodules of N coincide. Thus (SM)(g − 1) is
S-artinian and G F1AutS(SM), as claimed.
Now since by hypothesis Q is artinian, so S is a noetherian local ring by [1, Theo-
rem 2.1]. Hence by [8, A2] there is a commutative noetherian ring T and a T -module L
such that F1AutS(SM) embeds into FAutT L. A glance at the proof of this result shows
that T is the inverse limit over i of the S/ni , where n is the maximal ideal of S (and
L = HomT (T ⊗S SM,E), where E is the injective hull of S/n as T -module). Thus T is
also an S-algebra. But S is an R-algebra via the map λ :R → S above. Therefore T is an
R-algebra.
3. The proof of Proposition 1
3.1. Let R be a ring, M an R-module, G a subgroup of F1AutR M and p any (integer)
prime. Set E = EndR M .
(a) If [M,G] contains no element of order p, then nor does [M,G]E.
(b) If H is a subgroup of G such that [M,H ] contains no element of order p, then nor
does [M,H ]G and [M, 〈HG〉].
(c) If 〈x〉 is an s-subgroup of AutR M of order p, then [M,x] contains an element of
order p.
Proof. (a) Let X be a finitely generated subgroup of G. Then [M,X] is R-artinian and
has no element of order p by hypothesis. By [10, 6.2], nor does [M,X]E. Consequently⋃[M,G]E = X[M,X]E contains no element of order p.
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part (a). Also [M, 〈HG〉]  [M,H ]G; for H centralizes the G-module M/[M,H ]G, so
〈HG〉 does too. The claims follow.
(c) Being an s-subgroup means that 〈x〉 stabilizes an ascending series of R-submodules
of M . Hence there is a series
{0} <CM(x) < C M
of submodules of M with C(x − 1)  CM(x). If c ∈ C \ CM(x), then c(x − 1) is, by
stability theory, an element of [M,x] of order p. 
3.2. The proof of Proposition 1
Let p ∈ π(s(〈XG〉)). Then p ∈ π([M, 〈XG〉]) by 3.1(c), so p ∈ π([M,X]) by 3.1(b).
Thus π(s(〈XG〉)) ⊆ π([M,X]). If also X is finitely generated, then [M,X] is artinian.
Therefore π([M,X]) is finite, so π(s(〈XG〉)) is too.
In the situation of Proposition 1 is it also true that π(s(〈XG〉)) ⊆ π(M/CM(X)). We do
at least have the following.
3.3. Let R be a ring, M an R-module, G a subgroup of AutR M and X a subgroup
of G.
(a) π(M/CM(X)) ⊆ π([M,X]).
(b) π(M/CM(〈XG〉)) ⊆ π(M/CM(X)).
(c) If X is finitely generated and G  F∞AutR M (again see [6] for notation), then
π([M,X]), π(M/CM(X)) and π(M/CM(〈XG〉)) are all finite.
Proof. (a) We have CM(X) =⋂x∈X CM(x) and M/CM(x) ∼= M(x − 1) [M,X]. Thus
M/CM(X) embeds into a cartesian power of [M,X]. Part (a) follows.
(b) CM(XG) = ⋂g∈GCM(X)g and M/CM(X)g is isomorphic to M/CM(X) as
R-module. Thus M/CM(XG) embeds into a cartesian power of M/CM(X) and part (b)
follows.
(c) [M,X] has Krull dimension by [6, 2.1a]. Therefore [M,X] has finite uniform di-
mension and consequently π([M,X]) is finite. In view of (a) and (b) the proof of 3.3 is
complete. 
4. The proof of Proposition 2
Only part (a) of this proposition remains to be proved. Clearly G FAutR M . We apply
the proof of [8, 2.3] to our group G. Now M has a series
{0} = M0 M1  · · ·Mτ = [M,G]
of R–G submodules of M , where τ here is finite and for each σ < τ there is a prime ideal
pσ of R such that pσMσ+1 Mσ and Mσ+1/Mσ is R/pσ -torsion-free. Then the proof of
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The ring S is the cartesian product of the local rings of R at the pσ and so in particular is
an R-algebra. Since τ is finite, provided R is noetherian, S will be noetherian. Thus we
have only to reduce the problem to the case where R is noetherian.
Let N = [M,G]. Let F1 be a free R-module mapping onto M/N regarded as a trivial
G-module and consider the following pull-back diagram of R–G modules.
0 N M M/N 0
0 N V F1 0
Then V = N ⊕ F as R-module, where F is R-free, [V,G] = N and G acts faithfully and
finitarily on V . Replace M by V , so now we have M = N ⊕ F .
Set a = AnnR N . Then aM = aF and we obtain
G FAutR(M/aF) = FAutR/a(M/aF).
Also R/a is noetherian, since N is noetherian. Thus we are now reduced to the case where
R is noetherian. The proposition follows.
5. Example 1
Our notation is as in the statement of Example 1 in Section 1. For each p ∈ π , let Ap =
〈ap, zp〉 be an elementary abelian p-group of rank 2 and set A = p∈π Ap; let Zp = 〈zp〉
and set Z =p∈π Zp . Let G be the split extension of A by 〈g〉, where
a
g
p = apzp and zgp = zp for all p in π.
Clearly Z is central in G, the factor G/Z is abelian and G is nilpotent of class 2.
5.1. The group G is isomorphic to a unipotent subgroup of FAutZ M .
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M(apρ − 1) ∼= M(zpρ − 1) ∼= Ep.
Thus, in fact, G FAutZ M . Clearly Gρ is unipotent, indeed [M, 3Gρ] = {0}. 
5.2. If M is a module over the commutative ring R, then G does not embed into
F1AutR M .
5.1 and 5.2 yield the construction of Example 1. Note that the 3 in the [M, 3Gρ] = {0} of
the proof of 5.1 is the best possible; for if H is a subgroup of AutR M with [M, 2H ] = {0},
then H is abelian and the remark of Section 1 applies.
Proof. Assume otherwise, indeed assume that G F1AutR M . Note that〈
gG
〉= 〈g〉[G,g] = 〈g〉Z.
Let U denote the unipotent radical of G. By Proposition 1 the unipotent radical U ∩Z of Z
contains elements with only finitely many prime orders and consequently so does U ∩ A.
Thus by removing at most a finite number of primes from the infinite set π , we may assume
that U ∩ A = 〈1〉. But CG(A) = A, so U = 〈1〉. Then by [9, Theorem 1] the group G is a
subdirect product of irreducible finitary linear groups.
Let V =⊕Vi , where Vi is an irreducible finitary FiG-module for some field Fi . As-
sume G acts faithfully on V , but that each element of G acts trivially on all but a finite
number of the Vi . Since G is soluble (even nilpotent) each Vi is finite-dimensional over Fi .
Now g centralizes all but a finite number of the Vi and if g centralizes Vi , then so does
[G,g] = Z. Since π is infinite, there is some i and an infinite subset κ of π such that
〈zp: p ∈ κ〉 acts faithfully on Vi . Then 〈g,ap, zp: p ∈ κ〉 acts faithfully on Vi . Hence
we may assume that G is an irreducible subgroup of GL(n,F ) for some integer n and
field F . But then G must be abelian-by-finite (indeed even centre-by-finite, see [3, 3.5 or
3.13]), which is clearly false. This contradiction completes the proof of 5.2 and hence of
the construction of Example 1. 
5.3. The proof of the remark of Section 1
Clearly the additive group of Q is isomorphic to the unitriangular group Tr1(2,Q),





for H = HomZ(Z,P )
and hence is isomorphic to a unipotent subgroup of FFAutZ(Z ⊕ P). Now A embeds into
a direct sum of copies of Q and copies of Prüfer groups for various primes p. Thus A is
isomorphic to a unipotent subgroup of FfcsAutQ⊕Z M for some suitable M that is a direct
sum of copies of Q, Z and Prüfer groups. Indeed we can even choose the action so that
[M, 2A] = {0}, cf. the proof of 5.1.
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6.1. Let V be a left vector space over the division ring D, let G be an irreducible
subgroup of FGL(V ) and let N be a non-trivial finite normal subgroup of G. Then dimD V
is finite.
Proof. By the extended Clifford theorem [4, Proposition 8] the space V is completely D–
N reducible; say V =⊕ω∈Ω Vω, where each Vω is D–N irreducible. Since N is finite,
dimD Vω is finite for each ω. If x ∈ N \ 〈1〉, then x acts trivially on all but a finite number
of the Vω . But N is finite. Thus almost every Vω is N -trivial. Thus dimD(V/CV (N)) is
finite. Also CV (N) is a D–G submodule of V , with V = CV (N) since N = 〈1〉. Further
G is irreducible. Therefore CV (N) = 〈1〉 and so dimD V is finite. 
We now construct our examples. Let F be a subgroup of GL(2,Z) that is finitely gener-
ated and, for each prime p in an infinite set π of primes, irreducible modulo p. Examples



































Let A = p∈π Ap , where Ap is an elementary abelian p-group of rank 2. There is
an obvious action of F on A. Let G be the split extension of A by F . We collect some
properties of this group G.
6.2. The group G = 〈FG〉
Proof. Each Ap is F -irreducible, so either Ap  〈FG〉 or [Ap,F ] = 〈1〉. Thus A 〈FG〉
and so G = 〈FG〉. 
6.3. Let N be a normal subgroup of G. Then either N = Aτ = p∈τ Ap for some
subset τ of π or A∩N = Aτ for some cofinite subset τ of π .
Proof. If A∩N = 〈1〉, then Ap ∩N = 〈1〉 for some prime p and then Ap N . It follows
easily that A∩N = Aτ for some subset τ of π . Suppose τ is not cofinite in π . Pass to G/Aτ
and replace π \ τ by π . Thus we may assume that A ∩ N = 〈1〉. Then N  CG(A) = A,
so N = 〈1〉. The result follows. 
Note that our group G here does embed into a cartesian product of linear groups
and hence we cannot adopt the strategy of [10, 6.5] to complete our construction. (For
F/CF (Ap) is finite and Ap .CF (Ap) embeds into GL(2 + p2,Z), for example, so FAp∏
embeds into GL(np,Z) for some integer np; thus G embeds into p∈π GL(np,Z).)
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is not soluble-by-finite, then G does not embed into a direct product of finitary skew linear
groups.
Proof. We prove the second claim first. Suppose this claim is false. Since F is finitely
generated and G = 〈FG〉 we may assume that G lies in a direct product of a finite number
of finitary skew linear groups. By 6.3 there is an infinite subset τ of π such that Aτ and
hence FAτ act faithfully on at least one of these skew linear groups. Replacing τ by π
we may assume that G is a finitary skew linear group, say over the division ring D. By
removing at most one more prime from π we may also assume that charD /∈ π . Then we
may assume that G is a completely reducible subgroup, say of FGL(DV ).
By [2, 5.4.1 and 5.4.5] the dimension dimD V is infinite; here we are using that F is
not soluble-by-finite. Now V is a direct sum of irreducible D–G modules, F is finitely
generated and G = 〈FG〉. Thus we may assume that V is a direct sum of only a finite
number of irreducible D–G modules. There is an infinite subset τ of π such that Aτ and
FAτ act faithfully on at least one of these irreducibles. Therefore we may assume that V is
D–G irreducible. But then dimD V is finite by 6.1. This contradiction completes the proof
of the second claim of 6.4.
Now assume that F is soluble-by-finite and that G is a subgroup of a direct product of
finitary linear groups. The above argument shows that we may assume that GGL(n,D)
for some integer n and field D and that charD /∈ π . Then the unipotent radical of G is
trivial by 6.3 and so G is abelian-by-finite by Mal’cev’s theorem [3, 3.6]. This is clearly
false and the proof of 6.4 is complete. 
6.5. The group G cannot be embedded into F1AutR M for any commutative ring R
and R-module M .
Proof. Suppose otherwise; suppose G  F1AutR M with R commutative. By [9, Theo-
rem 1] there is a unipotent normal subgroup U of G such that G/U can be embedded into
a direct product of finitary linear groups. Then by 6.4 we cannot have U = Aτ for some
τ with π \ τ infinite. Hence U ∩ A = Aτ with τ cofinite in π by 6.3. Then τ ⊆ π(s(G)).
However, by 6.2 and Proposition 1 we have that π(s(G)) is finite. This contradiction com-
pletes the proof of 6.5. 
6.6. The group G embeds into FAutZ(Z(2) ⊕E), where E =⊕p∈π Ep and |Ep| = p.
Also Z(2) ⊕E is residually cyclic and is generated by copies of Z.
Proof. Clearly A ∼= E ⊕E. Hence if a ∈ A we may regard the element a as a pair (a1, a2)
for a1 and a2 in E. Define a homomorphism ρ of G into
(
L E ⊕E)∼ ( (2) )
0 AutE = AutZ Z ⊕E , where again L = GL(2,Z),











for a ∈ A.
It is easy to check that this embeds G into FAutZ(Z(2) ⊕E), for(
Z(2) ⊕E)(gρ − 1) = Z(2)(g − 1),
which is finitely Z-generated and(
Z(2) ⊕E)(aρ − 1) = Za1 + Za2,
which is finite cyclic. The remaining claims of 6.6 are clear. 
6.7. Remark
In 6.4 it is possible to choose F so that G is soluble and yet still does not embed into a
direct product of finitary skew linear groups.
For suppose G does embed into a direct product of finitary skew linear groups. As in the
proof of 6.4 we reduce to the case where G  GL(n,D) for some positive integer n and
division ring D with charD /∈ π . Then we may also assume that G is completely reducible.
Let k be the centre of D and let J = k[A] be the k-subalgebra of the matrix ring Dn×n
generated by A. Then J is semisimple artinian (e.g. [2, 1.1.7 and 1.1.14c]). Thus we have
J = k1 ⊕ k2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ kr for certain field extensions ki of k. Now G normalizes A and
hence J , so G permutes the ki . Set H =⋂i NG(ki). Then H A is a normal subgroup of
G of finite index that normalizes every subgroup of every k∗i of prime order. Consequently
H acts reducibly on Ap for every p in π .
Suppose F is such that for every normal subgroup K of F of finite index and every
infinite subset τ of π there is some prime p in τ with K irreducible modulo p. Then for








then G is soluble, indeed metabelian, and F has the properties required above. Thus 6.7 is
proved.
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